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Abstract

In this paper, we present an experimental study of strategies for maintaining

end-to-end communication links for tasks such as surveillance, reconnaissance,

and target search and identification, where team connectivity is required for

situational awareness. Our main contributions are three fold: (a) We present

the construction of a radio signal strength map that can be used to plan multi-

robot tasks and also serve as useful perceptual information. We show how a

nominal model of an urban environment obtained by aerial surveillance is used

to generate strategies for exploration. (b) We present reactive controllers for

communication link maintenance; and (c) we consider the differences between

monitoring signal strength versus data throughput. Experimental results, ob-

tained using our multi-robot testbed in three representative urban environ-

ments, are presented with each of our main contributions.



1 Introduction

There is growing interest in the convergence of the areas of multi-agent robotics and sensor

networks. The goal of such work is to develop networks of sensors and robots that can

perceive their environment and respond to it. Such systems should anticipate the information

needs of network users while repositioning and organizing themselves to best acquire and

deliver that information. While there is significant literature on multi-robot control [Fierro

et al., 2002], sensing [Cortes et al., 2002], planning [Guo and Parker, 2002], and localization

[Roumelilotis and Bekey, 2002], the focus has historically been on control and perception

where it is assumed that robots can freely and successfully communicate with one another.

Although control is necessary for successful mission execution, communication is essential

in order to achieve coordination and cooperation within multi-robot teams. Much of the

research in the mobile wireless network community has been devoted to the development of

novel algorithms to handle packet routing, such as [Xue and Nahrstedt, 2004] and [Aguero

et al., 2003], resource allocation [Feistel and Stanczak, 2005], and bandwidth management

[Nahrstedt et al., 2004] for mobile nodes. However, control of mobile robot teams provides us

with the capability to shape the team’s communication needs based on continuous evaluation

of the demands on the network [Basu and Redi, 2004b].

In recent years, the communication network has evolved from being just a medium of in-

formation transmission to an actual sensor, where properties like connectivity and signal

strength are used to maintain the quality of the medium [Sweeney et al., 2002,Powers and

Balch, 2004, Basu and Redi, 2004b, Howard et al., 2003]. Agents can use communication

links to infer their individual locations with respect to those of their neighbors and other



landmarks. Simultaneously, agents may also control their position and orientation relative to

other agents to sustain communication links. We are interested in developing robotic teams

that can operate autonomously in urban and/or hazardous areas and perform tasks such as

surveillance, target search and identification, and reconnaissance all while maintaining team

connectivity. These tasks are relevant in applications such as urban search and rescue, and

environmental monitoring for homeland security, to name a few. We note that while the

maintenance of network connectivity is required for useful situational awareness and system

responsiveness, often the very environments we wish to operate in makes it extremely chal-

lenging, especially when the mobile robots consist of small, lightweight ground vehicles that

operate very close to the ground.

In general, it is difficult to predict radio transmission properties a priori due to their sensitiv-

ity to a variety of factors including transmission power, terrain characteristics, and interfer-

ence from other sources. Most existing propagation models assume transmission distances of

approximately 100–200 meters with antennae placed high above the ground [Neskovic et al.,

2000] and are not applicable to small, lightweight mobile nodes operating with low transmis-

sion power. This is because at these small scales, the signal propagation mechanism is often

dominated by the effects of reflection and scattering making modeling especially challeng-

ing in unexplored and unstructured environments. In this work, we present techniques for

ground vehicles connected via a wireless network to collaboratively perform surveillance tasks

while providing situational awareness to an operator. We first show how nominal models

of an urban environment can be used to generate strategies for exploration and present the

construction of a radio signal strength map that can be used to plan multi-robot tasks and

also serve as useful perceptual information. Additionally, we present reactive controllers for



communication link maintenance. These controllers can be used in conjunction with infor-

mation gleaned from our radio signal strength maps to enable our robots to adapt to changes

in actual signal strength or estimated available bandwidth. Inherent to this, we assume that

the environments under consideration are traversable for our mobile ground vehicles. The

focus of this paper is on maintaining group network connectivity while executing individual

behavioral tasks. We describe techniques to aid in planning robotic missions subject to con-

nectivity constraints, and a reactive technology layer that maintains those constraints that

may be composed with other controllers. Both of these approaches are presented along with

experimental results.

2 Background

We consider the problem of a team of robots operating in an urban, potentially hazardous,

environment for tasks such as reconnaissance and perimeter surveillance, where maintaining

team connectivity is essential for situational awareness. In these tasks, robots must have the

ability to align themselves along the boundaries of complex shapes in two dimensions while

ensuring the successful transmission of critical data. Importantly, navigation based solely

on the geometry of the environment will not always guarantee a connected communication

network. In these situations, a rough model of the radio signal propagation encoded in a

radio connectivity map, i.e. a map that gives the signal strength measurements from one

position in the workspace to any other position, becomes extremely helpful in the planning

phase [Hsieh et al., 2004]. Furthermore, since real-world environments are often very com-

plex and dynamic, it is important for robots to also have the ability to respond to real-time

changes in link quality to ensure network connectivity [Hsieh et al., 2006]. In Figure 1, we



show actual signal strength measurements obtained using two nodes for different separation

distances obtained in an environment representative of an urban park. Although, there is

a strong correlation between signal strength and distance, there is also a lot of variability

due the various factors mentioned earlier [Neskovic et al., 2000]. These kinds of information

cannot always be accurately inferred from a radio connectivity map. Thus, successful mis-

sion execution will require both proper deliberative planning and suitably designed reactive

behaviors to facilitate the operation of the team with little to no direct human supervision.

One of the earliest works studying the effects of communication on multi-agent systems

is [Dudek et al., 1995] where the effects of two-way, one-way, and completely implicit com-

munication and sensing in a leader follower task was considered. This along with other

works like [Winfield, 2000] and [Arkin and Diaz, 2002] often assumed constant communica-

tion ranges and/or relied on line-of-sight maintenance for communication. Other examples

include [Pereira et al., 2003] and [Sweeney et al., 2002], where decentralized controllers for

concurrently moving toward goal destinations while maintaining relative distance and line-

of-sight constraints were respectively presented; and [Anderson et al., 2003] discussed the

formation of communication relays between any pair of robots using line-of-sight. Although

coordination strategies that rely on line-of-sight maintenance may significantly improve each

agent’s ability to communicate, it has been shown through simulation by [Thibodeau et al.,

2004], that line-of-sight maintenance strategies are often not necessary and may potentially

be too restrictive. In their work, the authors were able to show through simulation that co-

ordination strategies based on line-of-sight maintenance for cooperative mapping are overall

less efficient than strategies based on inter-agent wireless signal strengths.

Recent works that consider coordination strategies based on inter-agent signal strength in-



clude [Wagner and Arkin, 2004], where the combination of planning and reactive behaviors

for communication link maintenance in a multi-robot team conducting reconnaissance was

used. In this work, robots are tasked to go to different goal positions while maintaining com-

munication links with the base station and/or a communication relay robot. In the event

the robots sense a drop in the quality of their communication link(s), a contingency plan,

i.e. a plan used to re-establish network connectivity, is triggered. In this case, the contin-

gency plan re-tasked the robots to go to a location within the workspace selected a priori.

Simulation results were presented for teams of two to four robots. In general, goal positions

are determined and planned based on all available information including radio transmission

properties. However, most reasonably ambitious missions run the risk of encountering situ-

ations that were not reflected in planning. In the case of radio signal propagation in urban

environments, one could rely on simulation validation of a plan, however this would require

one to be extremely conservative in mission planning due to the difficulty in accurately

predicting radio transmission characteristics.

Navigation based on perceived wireless signal strength between robots for exploration was

presented in [Sweeney et al., 2004]. Here a null-space projection approach was used to

navigate each robot towards its goal while maintaining point-to-point communication links.

This work included simulation results for a team of four planar robots. In [Powers and

Balch, 2004], individual agents made control decisions based on their actual and predicted

signal strength measurements while moving towards a goal. Simulation results for teams of

one to four robots with and without the controller were presented. Although coordination

strategies based on inter-agent signal strength can significantly improve overall performance,

they do not account for the effects of team size on overall network performance. As team
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Figure 1: Signal strength measurements over various distances obtained in an environment
similar to an urban park. Antennae were positioned 40 cm above the ground and the signal
strength (y-axis) is normalized to a scale of 0 - 100.

size increases, the issue of bandwidth becomes more important since an acceptable level of

signal strength no longer guarantees a robot’s ability to transmit critical data.

Figure 2(a) shows the number of transactions1 per interval of time between four different

robots, positioned at four distinct fixed locations, and a fifth stationary robot which we will

call the Base. Initially, one robot is transmitting at the maximum data rate supported by

the network. As the second, third and fourth robots successively begin their transmissions

to the Base, we see not only a drop in the bandwidth available to each robot, but also a drop

in total network throughput as significant network resources are spent coping with low-level

packet collisions, retries and contention resolution. Situations such as this often occur in

practice because a robot’s sensing bandwidth typically exceeds network bandwidth. It is

important to note that during this time, the wireless signal strength measurements between

the individual robots and the Base are virtually constant, as shown in Figure 2(b), since

inter-robot distances were kept constant.

1This metric is defined more precisely later in Section 4.2.



(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Number of transactions per interval of time between four stationary robots, at
four distinct locations, and the Base. The number of successful transactions between each
robot and the Base drops as the number of transmitting robots increases over time. (b)
Signal strength measurements from the robots to the Base for the same period of time.



Additional works considering the impact of communication include [Pimentel and Campos,

2003], where a distributed optimization approach for cooperative motion planning while

maintaining network connectivity was proposed. Motion control algorithms for achieving

biconnectivity in ad-hoc mobile networks was proposed in [Basu and Redi, 2004b], while

deployment strategies for achieving k-connectivity in sensor networks were considered in

[Bredin et al., 2005]. [Basu and Redi, 2004a] considered flocking strategies for placement

of unmanned aerial vehicles to maintain connectivity of ground networks. The effects of

time-varying communication links on control performance of a mobile sensor node over a

wireless network and in distributed sensing and target tracking were considered in [Mostofi

and Murray, 2004] and [Mostofi et al., 2005] respectively. The use of wireless communication

for localization was discussed in [Howard et al., 2003], and for localization and navigation

in [Corke et al., 2003]. Deployment strategies for a mobile sensor network to control sensor

node density were considered in [Zhang and Sukhatme, 2005]. An exploration methodology

was presented in [Hsieh et al., 2004] which enables the deployment of a multi-robot team to

map the radio propagation characteristics of an urban environment.

Most prior works in the area of communication link maintenance leave the burden of per-

formance specification to fixed metrics, typically based on the distance between nodes or on

simulated signal strength. However, as mentioned earlier, radio signal propagation depends

on a variety of factors that are often difficult to capture in simulation alone. Rather than

rely on simulation, our approach entails the use of radio connectivity maps for planning

as well as low level reactive controllers that respond to changes in actual signal strength

or verified network bandwidth. The goal is to develop strategies that exploit information

gathered during an initial exploration phase coupled with well-designed reactive behaviors



that remain minimally disruptive to any high level deliberative plans in order to maximize

the team’s ability to provide effective situational awareness to a base station. In essence, our

strategies are based on metrics that do not rely on assumptions that may not be transferable

or realistic in the physical workspace that the team is operating within.

In this work, we present an actual radio connectivity map for an urban environment acquired

using the methodology described in [Hsieh et al., 2004]. Additionally, we present low-level

reactive controllers that can be used to constrain the motion of individual agents based on

two link quality measures: signal strength and perceived network bandwidth. We present two

sets of experimental results using these controllers in outdoor environments under different

network interconnection topologies. In the first set of experiments, the radio connectivity

map was used to determine a deployment strategy for a reconnaissance task. In the second set

of experiments, we deployed our multi-robot team to execute a perimeter surveillance task.

The reactive controllers are designed to be minimally disruptive to the overall deliberative

plan, and provide situational awareness to a base station including notification regarding

potential failure points in the communication network.

3 Multi-robot Radio Mapping

In this section, we describe the methodology used to deploy our multi-robot team to obtain

a radio connectivity map in an urban environment. We consider the special case of a team

of three homogeneous planar robots and present our experimental results.



3.1 Modeling

For any given environment, denote the configuration space as C ⊂ R
2 and the obstacle free

portion of C as Cf , also referred as the free space. Given any two positions qi, qj ∈ Cf , the

radio connectivity map is a function ϕ : (qi, qj) → R that returns the average radio signal

strength between the two positions given by qi and qj . Since it is extremely difficult to obtain

a connectivity map for all pairs of positions in Cf , our goal is to construct a map for pairs

of locations in the set Q = {q1, . . . , qn1
} such that Q is a subset of Cf .

Assume a convex cell decomposition can be performed on any given Cf such that each location

in the set Q is located within a cell. This does not necessarily mean the signal strength will

be the same for all pairs of positions in any two cells. However, since each cell is convex, it

is possible to predict the signal strength for any two points given the line-of-sight property

associated with points in a convex set and prior knowledge of the variation of radio signal

transmission characteristics with distance. Our objective is to develop a methodology for

the construction of the radio connectivity map, thus we will assume the decomposition is

given instead of solving the problem of determining the appropriate cell decomposition.

Additionally, assume a connected roadmap can be constructed from the given cell decom-

position of Cf and is represented as an undirected graph G1 = (V1, E1) where each cell is

associated with a node in V1 and every edge in the set E1 represents the existence of a feasible

path between neighboring cells. Given,

V1 = {v1

1
, . . . , vn1

1
} and E1 = {e1

1
, . . . , em1

1
},

the total number of nodes and edges in G1 are denoted as n1 and m1 respectively. Thus, for



every qi ∈ Q, there is a corresponding vi
1
∈ V1. The adjacency matrix for G1, denoted by

A1, is defined as

A1 = [aij ] =















1 if path exists between vi
1

and vj
1

0 otherwise

The graph G1 is called the roadmap graph. Since our team consists of homogeneous robots,

the same G1 applies to every member of the team.

Define the radiomap graph, R = (V1, L1), which is used to encode signal strength information

one would like to gather. The edge set L1 represents signal strength measurements that

must be obtained for pairs of nodes and is selected a priori based on the task objectives,

the physical environment, prior knowledge of radio signal transmission characteristics, and

may include all possible edges in G1. The adjacency matrix AR for the radiomap graph, R,

is given by

AR = [aRij
] =



























1 if signal strength between vi
1

and vj
1

is to be measured

0 otherwise

Given the roadmap and radiomap graphs, G1 and R, a multi-robot exploration graph,

Gk = (Vk, Ek), where k denotes the number of robots in the team, is constructed such

that determining an optimal strategy to measure the edges in L1 is equivalent to solving for

the shortest path on the graph Gk. The methodology for the three robot case is presented

below.



(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) A typical surveillance picture from our fixed wing UAV taken at an altitude of
150 m. The area shown is approximately 90 m × 120 m. (b) A manual cell decomposition
of the free configuration space for the site shown in Figure 3(a).

3.2 Methodology

Given the roadmap, G1 = (V1, E1), and k robots, a configuration on G1 is an assignment

of the k robots to k nodes on the graph. Figure 4(b) shows some possible configurations of

three robots on the roadmap graph G1, shown in Figure 4(a). Here solid vertices denote the

locations of the robots. Since the graph G1 is connected, a path always exists for k robots

to move from one configuration to another. For certain configurations of k robots on G1,

the complete graph, i.e. fully connected graph, consisting of the locations of the robots as

vertices contains some of the edges in L1. Figure 5(b) shows some three robot configurations

on G1 that can measure edges in L1 – the edge set of the radiomap graph shown in Figure

5(a). Note the set of edges for the complete graph generated by the robots, shown as solid

vertices and edges, consists of some edges in L1. And as such, the fully connected graph

generated by the k robots may have more edges than the subgraph of R1 consisting of the

same vertices. Thus, a plan or exploration strategy to measure all edges in the set L1 can

be viewed as a sequence of robot configurations such that every edge in L1 is measured by



at least one of these configurations.

In general, given the graphs G1 and R and k robots, the multi-robot exploration graph,

Gk, is constructed such that every node in Vk denotes a k-robot configuration on G1 that

measures a subset of L1. An edge, eij
k ∈ Ek, exists between any two nodes vi

k, v
j
k ∈ Vk if

the configuration associated with vi
k is reachable from the configuration associated with vj

k.

Since G1 is always connected, k robots can always move from one configuration to another,

therefore, Gk is always a complete graph, i.e. a graph where every node is adjacent to every

other node. Every edge in Ek is then assigned a minimum cost that represents the total

number of moves required to move the robots from one configuration to another. For the

configuration given by the nodes {2, 3, 4} as shown in Figure 5, the minimum cost to move

to the configuration given by nodes {1, 2, 3} is 2. The optimal plan/exploration strategy

simply consists of a sequence of configurations, such that moving through all configurations

in the sequence results in covering all edges in L1 while minimizing the number of total

moves. And as such, since the multi-robot exploration graph, Gk, encodes all necessary

information needed to determine an exploration strategy for the k–robot team to obtain,

finding an optimal plan is equivalent to solving for a minimum cost path on Gk that covers

all the edges of L1.

For example, consider the case where k = 3 with the roadmap and radiomap graphs, G1

and R shown in Figure 6(a) and 6(b). To determine the set of nodes in V3 of G3, con-

sider all 3-robot configurations on the graph G1 that contain at least one edge in L1. Some

of these configurations are shown in Figure 6(c) where the configurations given by nodes

{1, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {3, 4, 5}, and {3, 4, 6} would correspond to nodes 1′, 2′, 3′, and 4′ on G3 re-

spectively. Figure 6(d) is a subgraph of G3 with the nodes associated with the configurations
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Figure 4: (a) Roadmap graph, G1. The solid edges denote feasible paths between neighboring
cells associated with each node. (b) Three different configurations three robots can take on
the graph G1. The solid vertices denote the locations of the robots.
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Figure 5: (a) Radiomap graph, R, for G1 shown in Figure 4(a). The dashed edges denote links
for which signal strength information must be obtained. (b) Three sample configurations of
three robots on G1 that can measure at least one of the edges in R. The solid vertices and
solid edges denote the graph generated by the locations of the robots.

shown in Figure 6(c) as its vertices.

Shortest path computation between every node in G1 is required to determine the weight

of every edge in E3. For the three robot case, every edge in the set L1 may potentially

be associated with more than one node in V3. Thus, the optimal plan for the three robot

case would result in a path that contains a subset of the nodes in V3. For this example,

an optimal plan starting at the configuration given by node 1′ is the path {1′, 2′, 4′} with

a total cost of 4 and does not contain node 3′. In general, given a starting node on G3, a

greedy algorithm is used to compute a path on G3 such that traversal of each node on the

path increases the number of measured edges in L1. Thus, at any configuration, the next
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Figure 6: (a) A roadmap graph, G1. (b) A radiomap graph, R. (c) Graph R overlayed with
some G3 nodes, denoted by ⊗. Nodes 1′, 2′, 3′ and 4′ refer to the configurations given by
nodes {1, 5, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {3, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 6} respectively. (d) Subgraph of the radio exploration
graph, G3, for the roadmap and radiomap graphs shown in 6(a) and 6(b).

configuration is chosen as the one that increases the number of edges measured in L1 and

requires the least amount of moves to reach. During execution, robots are allowed to cross

each other as they switch from one configuration to another since inter-robot collisions are

prevented via each robot’s local obstacle avoidance routines. We refer the interested reader

to [Hsieh et al., 2004] for details on the algorithms used to obtain the vertex set V3 and the

cost and adjacency matrices for G3.

3.3 Experimental Setup and Results

The objective of this experiment was to deploy a team of three robots to obtain a radio signal

strength map for the Military Operations on Urban Terrain (MOUT) training site, located

in Ft. Benning, Georgia, where radio signal strength data is important for operations such

as surveillance, reconnaissance, and search and rescue. Figure 3(a) is an aerial view of the

MOUT site. More information on the experiments conducted at the MOUT site can be

found in [Chaimowicz et al., 2004], [Grocholsky et al., 2004] and [Grocholsky et al., 2006].



Figure 7: Our multi-robot testbed.

3.3.1 Hardware

Our multi-robot team consists of five autonomous ground vehicles modified from commer-

cially available, radio controlled scale model trucks. Each vehicle’s chassis is approximately

480 mm long and 350 mm high. Mounted in the center of the chassis is a Pentium III laptop

computer. Each vehicle contains a specially designed Universal Serial Bus (USB) device

which controls drive motors, odometry, steering servos and a camera pan mount with input

from the PC. A GPS receiver is mounted on the top of an antenna tower, and an inertial

measurement unit (IMU) is mounted between the rear wheels. A forward-looking stereo

camera pair is mounted on a pan mount which can pivot 180 degrees to look left and right.

The Junction Box (JBox) and an omnidirectional antenna handle wireless communication

with the antenna placed approximately 40 cm off the ground. The JBox, jointly developed

by the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center and BBN Technologies, consists of a small

embedded computer with 802.11b wireless Ethernet and is used to handle multi-hop routing

in an ad-hoc wireless network and provide signal strength measurements for all nodes on the

network. Lastly, our robots are designed to travel at a fixed speed of 1m/s. A picture of our

multi-robot team is shown in Figure 7.



3.3.2 Results

Since the objective was to obtain the desired radio signal strength map from a given de-

composition of the free space rather than to determine the appropriate decomposition, we

assumed a cell decomposition of the free space shown in Figure 3(b), which was obtained by

hand. The corresponding roadmap and radiomap graphs for this particular decomposition

are shown in Figure 8. The edges for the radiomap graph were selected such that they

cover the main North-South and East-West roadways on the MOUT site where other planar

multi-robot experiments were often conducted ( [Chaimowicz et al., 2004,Grocholsky et al.,

2004,Grocholsky et al., 2006]).

Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, we obtained the three robot ex-

ploration graph, G3, which contained 188 nodes2. Rather than weight the edges of G3 with

the total moves to go from one configuration to another, we weighted each edge by the total

Euclidean distance the team would have to travel to get from one configuration to another

to more accurately capture the cost associated with each configuration change. The starting

configuration for the 3-robot team was selected to be at nodes {1, 2, 3} in Figure 8. The ex-

ploration strategy that was obtained would deploy the robot team in the following sequence:

{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {4, 5, 6}, {6, 7, 9}, {6, 8, 9}, {7, 8, 9}, {9, 10, 11}, {10, 11, 12}, and

{11, 12, 13}.

Once this strategy was obtained, a centrally located waypoint was selected for each cell and

each robot was then assigned a set of waypoints to be traversed based on the exploration

strategy. Using GPS, the robots navigated to each of their assigned locations. Upon arrival at

2The roadmap and radiomap graphs each contained 13 nodes.
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Figure 8: (a) Roadmap graph used for the site shown in Figure 3(a). (b) Radiomap graph
for the site shown in Figure 3(a).

each waypoint, the robots would synchronize and measure their signal strengths to other team

members. If the synchronization failed, each robot would move on towards the next waypoint

on its assigned list. To enable each robot to return to its starting position after completion,

we assigned each robot its starting position as its last waypoint. The waypoints and cell

decompositions were manually chosen to minimize the number of failed synchronizations

during the execution based on prior knowledge of signal strength variation with distance

(See Figure 1). In addition, each robot was continuously logging both signal strength and

position data such that in the event of a failed synchronization the information could be

retrieved. There were no synchronization failures during the experiment.

Figure 9 shows the radio signal strength map constructed for the MOUT site. The numbers

by each edge are the averaged normalized signal strength measurements obtained by the

robots located at each pair of positions. On average the GPS errors ranged from 2 − 3

meters to as much as 5 meters. However, the robots generally were able to stay within the

boundaries of the convex cells.



Figure 9: Radio signal strength map obtained for the MOUT site. The number on each edge
is the average normalized signal strength for each position pair.

4 Reactive Controllers for Communication Link Maintenance

In this section, we consider the problem of guiding a group of N robots to a set of goals or

simply a desired boundary (curve) while maintaining point-to-point communication links.

We discuss the synthesis of reactive controllers that allow each robot to respond to changes

in its perceived communication link quality with respect to other team members within its

sensing range. We present experimental results with our multi-robot testbed in two separate

outdoor environments. In the first experiment, reactive controllers were used in conjunction

with the radio connectivity map shown in Figure 9 to determine a deployment strategy for

a reconnaissance task on the MOUT site using a four-robot team. In the remaining ex-

periments, reactive controllers capable of responding to changes in signal strength or data

throughput were used to maintain point-to-point communication links in a perimeter surveil-



lance task conducted in a separate outdoor environment.

4.1 Controllers

In general, for a team of N robots each with kinematics q̇i = ui, where i denotes the ith

robot, qi = (xi, yi)
T denotes the ith robot’s position, and ui denotes the ith robot’s control

input, consider the following controller

ui = −k∇iφi(qi) −
∑

j∈Γi

∇igij(qi, qj) (1)

where k is a positive constant scalar, φ is some artificial potential function, and Γi denotes

the set of neighbors for agent i. The first term of the control law (1) guides each robot to its

goal position and the second term maintains the constraints that need to be satisfied between

robot i and a pre-specified set of neighbors. The functions, gij : R
2 × R

2 → R, are artificial

potential functions used to model inter-robot constraints. We are interested in maintaining

radio connectivity, thus gij should model the radio propagation characteristics among agents

such that −∇igij results in a policy that increases the quality of the communication link

between robots i and j, where ∇i denotes the gradient with respect to the coordinates of

the ith robot.

As described in Section 3.3.1, our multi-robot team consists of five modified radio controlled

scaled model trucks and therefore cannot be described by the simple kinematic model q̇i = ui.

However, taking inspiration from Equation (1), our reactive controller is composed of two

components: one for navigation to specific goal positions and one that modifies the navigation

based on variations in a robot’s link quality. These controller elements correspond directly

to the first and second terms of Equation (1). For each goal position, a reference heading,



similar to the descent direction of a potential field controller, is computed by the navigation

component. Based on this “descent direction”, a look-ahead waypoint is generated based on

the vehicle’s speed and position. Then a simple PID controller is used to steer the robot

towards the look ahead waypoint. The process is repeated until the goal position is reached.

To maintain constraints, each robot continuously monitors the quality of the communication

link(s) to its specified set of neighbors. In our experiments, our robots have the capability

to continuously monitor either the signal strength to its neighbors, as in Figure 2(b), or the

number of successful transactions3 per unit time as in Figure 2(a). When the link quality

drops below a minimum threshold, the constraint maintenance component will either stop

the robot or move it closer to its neighbor until the quality returns to an acceptable level.

When stopped, a robot can wait for a specified time interval before attempting to move

towards its goal again. If the stopped robot perceives an increase in its link quality above

the acceptable level, it can once again attempt to move towards its goal. Such recovery

measures may be used to lessen the times a robot is caught in a spatio-temporal dip in

link quality due to dynamic changes in the environment. In other words, local minima

situations, in which a robot stopped before reaching its goal, caused by some temporary

interference in the environment. Additionally, these measures also ensure that a robot is

constantly minimizing its distance to the goal as long as all constraints are satisfied. We have

purposefully incorporated these recovery measures in some of our experiments to highlight

the reactive nature of our controller. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. In this

algorithm, the “Recover” behavior drives the robot closer to the neighbor it is attempting to

maintain its link quality with. While we chose a binary signal derived from the link quality

3This metric is defined more precisely later in Section 4.2.



to control the robots since they are designed to travel at a constant fixed speed, there is

an effective deadband in the controller given by the “Minimum” and “Acceptable” quality

thresholds in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Link Quality Constrained Navigation

if LinkQuality < Minimum then

Recover;
recover flag = true;

end if

if Minimum < LinkQuality ≤ Acceptable then

if recover flag then

Stop and wait;
recover flag = false;
stopped = true;
waitTime = current time;

end if

if (current time - waitTime) > MaxWaitTime then

Retry going to goal;
stopped = false;

end if

end if

if LinkQuality > Acceptable then

Go to goal;
end if

By design, our reactive controller favors constraint satisfaction above reaching the goal po-

sition. This is to ensure that the quality of the communication link is always maintained,

thus providing the human operator at a remote base station the ability to monitor the var-

ious communication links in the network. At the base station, display panels with each

robot’s imagery data and/or the signal strength measured by the various team members can

be displayed. In the event the Base did not receive new data from a particular robot, or

should some particular link exhibit low signal strength, an indication of the detected failure

is relayed to the human operator. This capability, possible because the team always remains

connected, enables the operator to decide whether or not to deploy additional robots, or to



re-organize the team.

4.2 Link Quality Estimation

Signal strength between a sender and a receiver is a function of the transmission power,

antenna gains, and signal attenuation. Our robots are equipped JBoxes that, among other

things, provide signal strength measurements to every node on the network. We refer the

interested reader to [BBNTechnologies, 2003] and [Redi et al., 2002] for operational details

on the JBox.

In contrast, it is difficult for an individual robot to estimate the available bandwidth at any

given point in time since bandwidth is a function of the number of nodes, the amount of

traffic on the network, as well as the signal strength. In multi-robot applications, it is often

relevant to talk about bandwidth in terms of units of application level data that can be

transmitted, therefore we define a successful transaction to be the transmission of one unit

of application level data sent by a sender with an acknowledgment of receipt sent by the

receiver. A robot’s conservative estimate of available bandwidth is determined based on the

number of successful transactions it achieves over some interval of time.

For our experimental setup, we set one unit of application level data equal to a JPEG image

of approximately 10 KB in size. We define a successful transaction to be the transmission of

such an image by the sender followed by the receipt of acknowledgment sent by the receiver.

Then, based on the desired transaction rate, i.e. number of successful transactions per

time interval, the robot, i.e. the sender, will periodically evaluate its connection with the

receiver. The available bandwidth controller comprises two stages of response: network usage



throttling, and robot re-positioning corresponding to the “Recover” behavior in Algorithm

1. A robot that is streaming data over the network is capable of detecting when a network

connection is not keeping up with the load being put on it, i.e. when some messages are

dropped due to a full send buffer. When this type of application–level packet loss is detected,

the system will automatically throttle communication over this particular network link until

a prescribed threshold is hit. This threshold is determined based on mission specifications;

we typically specified video at a rate of three frames-per-second as a requirement because this

was a realistic target for the 802.11b hardware in use, and provided sufficient video coverage

to convey situational awareness. When the network throttling mechanism bumps into the

lower threshold, the controller subsumes position control to move the robot closer to the

peer it is attempting to communicate with. This action serves to increase signal strength,

which reduces the number of low-level transmission retries caused by noise or attenuation.

All throughput estimation in this framework is conservative; we do not attempt to measure

maximum data rates available on the network, but rather we verify that some prescribed

minimum data throughput rate is available. This approach minimizes the amount of network

traffic related solely to throughput measurement, and instead leverages throughput assess-

ment on normal data traffic when such traffic satisfies the constraint. When normal traffic is

not of sufficient volume to verify that the minimum available bandwidth constraint is met,

a connection monitor will periodically verify available throughput. This latter mechanism,

which simply sends data at a rate that verifies constraint satisfaction for a short period

of time, allows us to deploy robots that do not maintain consistent data flow back to the

base station, e.g. robots that only send event data, yet still be confident that the available

throughput would likely be available if it should be needed.



4.3 Experimental Results

In this section we present three sets of experimental results The first experiment was con-

ducted at the MOUT site, shown in Figure 3(a). The experiment was modeled after a

reconnaissance application where the objective was to deploy a team of four robots to ob-

tain surveillance imagery at a designated location out of line-of-sight and single-hop radio

communication range with the base station. In this experiment we used information gleaned

from our radio connectivity map, shown in Figure 9, to determine the deployment strategy,

and coupled this with low level reactive controllers to enable the team to respond to unfore-

seen changes in signal strength. The second and third set of experiments were conducted

at one of the University of Pennsylvania’s soccer fields. A satellite image and a schematic

of its surroundings are shown in Figure 10. These experiments were based on a perimeter

surveillance application in which each robot was required to send imagery data back to a base

station. In these experiments, we focused on the individual robot’s capability to respond to

changes in signal strength or perceived available bandwidth rather than the pairing of high

level planning with reactive controllers to ensure communication link maintenance. Once

again, our multi-robot team for this set of experiments consisted of the five UGVs described

in Section 3.3.1, one of which was chosen to be the base station (Base).

4.3.1 Reconnaissance at a MOUT Site

In this experiment, we deployed a team of four robots to obtain surveillance imagery at a

designated location out of direct radio communication range. The objective was to deploy

four robots to four separate goal positions such that the team formed a linear multi-hop

network. Each robot’s goal position was determined based on signal strength information



Figure 10: (a) A satellite image of the soccer field and its surrounding. (b) Detailed schematic
of the experimental area and its surroundings.

given by our radio connectivity map, shown in Figure 9. The goal positions were chosen to

be slightly beyond nodes 9, 10, 11, and 12 in the roadmap graph shown in Figure 8(a) with

respect to the Base location (see Figure 11(a)). To account for unforeseen variations in signal

strength during mission execution, we tasked the ith robot to monitor its signal strength to

the (i−1)th robot, and stop when the signal strength dropped below the acceptable threshold,

i.e. MaxWaitT ime = ∞ in Algorithm 1. The Base was considered the 0th robot. The radio

connectivity map was then used to determine the minimum acceptable signal strength for

each of the robots. The minimum acceptable signal strength was set to 55, 65, 65, and 60

for robots 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Once the team stopped, the human operator at the

Base requested images from the robot that was closest to the location of interest, i.e. the 4th

robot. In this experiment, data was only transmitted between the 4th robot and the Base

via the linear multi-hop network.

As shown in Figure 11(c), although the targeted locations were chosen to ensure team con-

nectivity, these locations were not reached since each robot was also responding to changes

in the real-time signal strength measurements to its designated neighbor, ensuring its signal

strength was above the required threshold. Figure 12 shows the distance of each robot to



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: (a) An overhead view of the MOUT site taken from a fixed wing UAV at an
altitude of 150 m. The area shown is approximately 90m × 120 m. The location of the Base
is denoted by © and the target locations for the team are denoted by ×. (b) The underlying
communication graph for the reconnaissance application. (c) The final positions attained by
each robot and their designated target locations denoted by © and × respectively.

(a) Robot 1 (b) Robot 2 (c) Robot 3 (d) Robot 4

Figure 12: Robots’ distances to their respective goals over time. The data is obtained using
each robot’s raw GPS data with approximately 2–3 meters in accuracy.

its respective goal position over time. These measurements were obtained using each robot’s

raw GPS data with approximately 2–3 meters in accuracy and thus, the slight variations

are due to GPS errors rather than robot movements. The final signal strength measure-

ments for robots 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 52, 63, 64, and 57 respectively. While there exists some

unpredictability in terms of each robot’s ultimate destination, operations at the limits of

hardware capabilities, such as demonstrated here, fall outside typical confidence intervals of

reliable simulation. If dynamic responses are not allowed, then mission specification must

be performed with such a level of conservatism as to severely limit system capabilities.



4.3.2 Perimeter Surveillance Application

These next experiments were based on a perimeter surveillance application where robots

would navigate to positions on the desired perimenter and send imagery data back to a base

station. In our experiments, we tasked a team of four robots to go to four separate goal

positions where the positions were chosen to represent distinct locations on the perimeter of

interest. In addition, each robot was also tasked to monitor its signal strength or estimated

available bandwidth to the Base while continuously sending imagery data to the it. Thus,

every robot was sending approximately 10 KB JPEG images back to the Base, as compared

to the previous experiment, where only one robot was sending data to the Base.

At the Base, a display panel with each robot’s imagery data was provided to the operator. In

the event the display panel did not receive new data from a particular robot over a specified

interval of time, the panel would highlight the display box for that particular robot. The

objective of these experiments was to focus on an individual robot’s ability to respond to

changes in signal strength or perceived available bandwidth. Thus, we only considered single

hop network connections between each robot and the Base. Additionally, to avoid robots

being caught in a “local minimum” due to dynamic changes in the environment that may

affect signal strength measurements, and to better emphasize the reactive nature of our

controllers, we set the MaxWaitTime in Algorithm 1 to a finite time.

The first such experiment conducted at this location demonstrates the reactive controller in

the presence of dynamic network disturbances. In this experiment, the network disturbance

was caused by the addition of a second robot to a network originally used by a single robot

transmitting a video stream to the Base. As shown earlier in Figure 2, as new members are



introduced into the team, the maximum bandwidth available to each robot drops.

Figure 14 shows how our controller responded to the addition of the second robot. We first

deployed a single robot, Robot 1, to a goal position and required that it continuously send

imagery data to the Base while maintaining a minimum transaction rate of 7 transactions

per second. This can be seen in the top graph of Figure 14 where each marker denotes

the number of transactions received in between the time of the current marker and the one

before it, approximately 10 seconds. The MaxWaitTime variable in Algorithm 1 was set to 30

seconds. A schematic of the deployment strategy is shown in Figure 13. At around t = 60s,

Robot 1 settled to a location about halfway to the goal as shown in the bottom graph of

Figure 14. Between t = 90s and t = 125s, the robot attempted to reach its goal a second

time and settled to a similar location shown in bottom two graphs in Figure 14. A second

robot, Robot 2, transmitting to the Base was introduced to the network at approximately

t = 130s, as shown in the first graph of Figure 14. Immediately, Robot 1 was no longer

able to maintain the required transaction rate and therefore began moving back towards the

Base in an effort to boost its transaction rate. This can be seen in the last graph of Figure

14 where the robot’s distance to its goal starts increasing. Put simply, a robot was tasked

with sending video back to a base station as it monitored a perimeter. In the early stages of

the mission, the robot could transmit video at a high rate, but as the robot moved further

away from the base station, the rate at which it could transmit video dropped. The robot

continued moving until the transmission rate hit a pre-defined threshold. At this point,

the robot stabilized its distance from the base station in order to maintain the minimum

required transmission rate. Once another network user was added, the first robot had to

move yet closer to the base station. This response is made because the transmission rate for



Figure 13: Schematic of experimental setup and underlying communication graph for the
results shown in Figure 14. On the left, the dashed line denotes the communication link
monitored by the robot. In this experiment, Robot 2 was used to cause a network disturbance
by transmitting to the Base.

a single robot is a function both of total network usage and signal quality. Once the robots

are transmitting at the lowest acceptable rate, the other variable they can individually have

an effect on is radio signal strength, which is related to the distance between transmitters.

Utilizing this last control, the first robot will settle on the maximum distance at which it

can maintain the required transmission rate given the new networking situation. This re-

positioning is automatic, and does not require any changes in calibration or thresholds to

reflect the new state of the network.

The behavior demonstrated by the two-robot experiment allowed us to successfully deploy a

team of robots capable of maximizing network utilization while providing effective situational

awareness. Subsequent experiments involved deploying a team of four robots to separate

locations from a starting position by the Base. Each robot was tasked to continuously

send imagery data from its camera to the Base at a rate above a pre-determined minimum

transaction rate. Goal positions for each team member were chosen to provide a wide net of

surveillance coverage. This type of goal specification is flexible in that it establishes a vector

for the robots to move along, as opposed to specific waypoints to achieve. Thus success is



Figure 14: Top: Number of transactions received by the Base from Robot 1 and Robot 2 over
time. Robot 2 began its transmission at around t = 130s. Center Top: 1 denotes Robot 1
achieved the target transaction rate and 0 otherwise. Center Bottom: Actual speed achieved
by Robot 1. Positive speed denotes the robot is moving towards the goal and negative speed
denotes the robot is moving towards the Base. Bottom: Robot 1’s distance from the goal.

a matter of degree, rather than a binary distinction: we wish to effectively cover as wide

an area as possible. Using the control algorithm described in Section 4.1, each robot would

move towards its goal until the link quality dropped below the minimum threshold, at which

point it would move back towards the Base and stop when the link quality rose back above

the chosen minimum level. Once stopped, each robot would wait for a fixed time interval

before attempting to go to its goal again. Two sets of experiments were conducted in which

each robot’s controller reacted based on changes in: (i) signal strength measurements and

(ii) estimated transaction rate. A schematic of the deployment strategy is shown in Figure

15. Four trials for each experiment were conducted. Since the results are similar for all four

robots in all four trials, we have selected one representative result for each set of experiments

shown in Figures 16 and 17.

Figure 16 shows signal strength measured by the robot to the Base along with the corre-



Figure 15: Schematic of experimental setup and underlying communication graph for the
results shown in Figure 16 and 17. Similarly, the dashed lines in the figure on the left denote
communication links monitored by each robot.

sponding commanded speed and actual speed. The MaxWaitTime in Algorithm 1 was set to

60 seconds. Initially, when the robot was close to the Base, the signal strength measurements

were high. As the robot moved toward its goal, we see these measurements drop. The first

time the signal strength dropped below the minimum threshold, around t = 45s, the robot

attempted to move closer to the Base. Once the signal strength rose above the threshold,

the robot stopped. Subsequently, the robot made additional attempts to move towards the

goal but had to stop and move closer to the Base each time.

Similarly, Figure 17 shows the results for one of the four robots whose controller was re-

acting to changes in its estimated transaction rate. In these experiments, MaxWaitTime in

Algorithm 1 was set to 120 seconds and the minimum rate was set to 3 transactions per

second. Similar to the results shown in Figure 16, the robot’s transaction rate dropped as

it moved further away from the Base as shown in Figure 17(a) and the top graph in Figure

17(b). We note that it is possible for the robot to reach its goal location and achieve its

target transaction rate. This can be seen in the bottom graph in Figure 17(b) where at

approximately t = 50s the robot is within 2.5 meters of the goal location. Around the same

time, we see a change in the robot’s speed from positive to zero as shown in the second and



Figure 16: Top: Signal strength measured by Robot 1 to the Base. The solid black line
denotes the minimum acceptable level. Center: Commanded speed based on the signal
strength measurements. Positive speed denotes Robot 1 is moving towards the goal and
negative speed denotes it is moving towards the Base. Bottom: Estimated speed achieved
by Robot 1 based on the commanded speed. Data for Robots 2, 3 and 4 are similar and thus
not shown.

third graphs in the same figure. When the transaction rate dropped, around t = 75s, the

robot began to move back towards the Base, leaving its goal location.

4.4 Discussion

By design, our reactive controller favors constraint satisfaction above reaching the goal posi-

tion. This was seen in both the reconnaissance and perimeter surveillance experiments. By

designing our controller in this fashion, we ensure the human operator would always be able

to get real-time status updates from the team. Should the operator notice certain robots not

getting close enough to their goal positions, the operator could deploy additional robots to

provide a multi-hop link to the Base or request a reconfiguration of the whole team should

the original target connectivity prove unachievable. Similarly, should an intermediate robot

fail in a configuration as shown in Figure 11(b), this information would be immediately



(a) (b)

Figure 17: (a) Top: 1 denotes the target transaction rate was achieved and 0 otherwise.
Bottom: Commanded speed based on whether the target transaction rate was achieved.
Positive speed denotes Robot 1 is moving towards the goal and negative speed denotes it
is moving towards the Base. (b) Top: Actual speed achieved by Robot 1 based on the
commanded speed. Bottom: Robot 1’s distance from the goal. Data for Robots 2, 3 and 4
are similar and thus not shown.

reflected at the Base. Under these circumstances, the robot furthest away from the Base

would surely lose connectivity, however this could be mitigated through the implementation

of communication recovery measures, such as return to the last known location with good

connectivity, the dispatch of additional robots or the reconfiguration of the remaining robots

still within communication range of the Base.

When consider multi-hop scenarios, it would be important to set the MaxWaitTime vari-

able in Algorithm 1 to infinity. In our perimeter surveillance experiments, we were only

considering single-hop communication links. One of the objectives in these experiments was

to show the reactive nature of our controller along with minimizing the amount of time a

robot was caught in a spatio-temporal “local minimum” due to dynamic interference in the

environment. Therefore, in these experiments MaxWaitTime was set to a finite time. In

contrast to our MOUT site reconnaissance experiment where the objective was to deploy



a multi-hop network, we did not have these recovery responses because we did not want

the constant back and forth motion to affect the robots ability to send data through the

multi-hop network. Had the reactive response been present, it is very likely the constant

back and forth motion would affect the team’s ability to reliably relay information to the

Base.

In all our experiments, the minimum thresholds were chosen based on a combination of

previously collected data and/or specific mission requirements. In the reconnaissance exper-

iment, signal strength thresholds were determined based on information gleaned from a radio

connectivity map. On the other hand, when considering perceived network bandwidth, the

minimum acceptable threshold was determined based on hardware limitations in conjunction

with acceptable transmission rates based on mission requirements specified by the human

operator.

Lastly, our reactive controllers can be easily decentralized based on the methodology pro-

posed in [Hsieh and Kumar, 2006], and thus scaled to large number of robots. Rather than

specifying specific goal positions for every robot in the team, [Hsieh and Kumar, 2006] spec-

ifies a one-dimensional boundary curve for the team. This, however, does not necessarily

mean the existing network would be able to handle the increase in traffic brought on by the

increase in team size.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a paradigm and algorithms for deploying a mobile robot

network with specifications on end-to-end performance. Our approach entails the automated



construction of a radio map for a partially known urban environment which can then be used

to deploy a team of robots, and control algorithms that drive the team to designated targets

on some desired boundary (curve) while maintaining communication link quality.

There are two main contributions. First, we developed a method for obtaining radio signal

strength maps that can be used to plan multi-robot tasks and also serve as useful perceptual

information. Second, since a radio signal strength map only serves to create a nominal

model, we have shown the importance for individual robots to have the ability to monitor

communication links, in particular signal strength measurements as well as available data

throughput. This method of link quality control provides scalability in the number of robots

added to the network, and an abstraction of the underlying network architecture. Since

the robots constantly strive to maximize network usage efficiency, robots may be added or

removed from the network without changes to any thresholds or calibration numbers. This

type of deployment characteristic is extremely important as robot team sizes scale, as we

want teams to take advantage of bandwidth when it is available, and automatically scale

back individual usage as available resources are stretched thin. Moreover, we have also

shown that channel contention between multiple nodes can have a severe adverse effect on

total network throughput. By monitoring successful transactions, we give our robots the

ability to throttle their own network usage such that the transmission rates of each robot

stabilize to levels that make efficient use of the network.

Additionally, as shown in our perimeter surveillance experiments, in dynamic environments

where radio propagation characteristics may exhibit significant changes over time, it is good

practice for agents to always attempt to move closer to the goal regardless of where they

first come to a stop. The forward movement is the only way to confirm that positions closer



to the goal violate communication constraints and to ensure the agents always minimize

their distance to the goal location while remaining connected. Ideally, robotic agents should

be deployed with the capability of monitoring inter-agent signal strengths as well as data

throughput. In general, signal strength is a good indicator of potential connectivity while

data throughput can efficiently be used to ensure minimum actual data throughput rates.

Combining the two, good signal strength paired with unacceptably low throughput may

indicate a need for human attention to the network architecture and the demands being

placed on it. As such, the communication medium becomes a useful sensor that can be used

to monitor the effectiveness of any given multi-robot deployment.

Reactive navigation controllers such as the one presented provide a reliable foundation on

which to build scalable, portable, high-level tasks. The reactive controller acts as a scenario-

independent support that allows for the deployment of a robot team to any location, regard-

less of prior reconnaissance. As shown in our reconnaissance experiment, behaviors built

on such a controller inherit respect for network constraints, thereby allowing both flexible

goal specification and more deliberative trajectory planning done with environmental mod-

els that do not necessarily capture all static and dynamic aspects of an environment’s radio

propagation characteristics. Since the team always remain connected during mission exe-

cution, potential failure points in the communication network, as perceived by individual

robots, can be relayed back to the base station to trigger contingency management routines,

e.g. deployment of additional robots, or a reallocation of resources. While the strategies

presented in this work assign the highest priority to maintaining the network, applications

that may benefit from a relaxation of this constraint provide a direction for future work.
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